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Absolutely stunning. A profound collection of LIVE recordings of the Celestial Voice and presence of this

artist delivered at International Peace Events including the White House Ellipse Earth Day to the sacred

mountain of Mt. Shasta. 10 MP3 Songs NEW AGE: New Age, EASY LISTENING: Background Music

Details: Visionary Teacher Healer Author Sarah West is an Ambassador of Peace, an angelic messenger,

powerful healer, mystic, teacher and author. She emanates a holy gift of Celestial Mystical Outpourings

through her presence, sacred texts, prayers and divine song that are born from realms beyond this earth.

"She has a beautiful presence and talent to be known by millions of people all over the world. Her voice

brings peace and harmony to everybody on this earth." Mustafa C. Comlekcioglu "Sarah West is one of

the leading experts in human transformation. She uses music and yoga in order to bring a larger

consciousness of life and purposes to people everywhere. She is not only a sensitive visionary but she

also understands the practical problems of life in the troubled world. I hope she will participate in the

Social Summit organized by the United Nations from 5 March in Copenhagen, Denmark, where at least

20,000 governmental and non-governmental delegates are meeting in order to plan for a new social order

beyond 1995. This conference would benefit greatly from the participation of Ms. West." Rashmi Mayur,

Ph.D, President Global Futures Network, Bombay, India United Nations Social Scientist "When I was in

New York City recently, I had an amazing experience. At a service I attended, a young woman named

Sarah West got up and sang one song. It was a song without words, and I never had heard anything like

it before. All I can say is that it sounded like the Original Sound of God. It came through Sarah and was

the clearest and most powerful spiritual call I have ever heard. I thought I was going to dissolve right on

the spot. Hearing Sarah's singing is hearing the Sound of Eternity." A.C. Bushnell "Her voice, her sounds,

her tones, her songs, are the echoes of the origins of the One frequency. Her singing carries the

resonance, the truth, the purity, the divinity of the beginning, the history of humankind. She sings all

beings' heart song, all beings' original language: Wholeness. She is a facilitator, a guide, a beacon, a light

that shines, reflecting the personal journey of humanity. When she sings, she effortlessly aligns soul to

soul with each person. Her singing is not a performance, but a communion, a sacred meeting. She
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channels each soul's, each elements, unique call opening a portal for the being to explore their infinite

essence...She is the teacher of the angel inside.... Her singing transmutes separation into oneness,

forgiveness replaces rage, each person feels that they are known, they are accepted, they float and fly in

the love. She wants each person to know they are home. Spirits gather to bask in the glow of the angel of

the infinite love." Oriana "The soul of All That Is singing through Sarah West creates a resonant vibration

that gently opens the portals of the heart. With the portals of the heart wide open the room immediately

fills with the energy of the Eternal Self , Soul-Essence, wherein all present may taste of the divine

banquet. Anchoring of this collective consciousness attunes those present to the highest vibrations of

pure love and the personal truths it embodies." - Sheridan Marie "Our spirit can be touched in a way that's

beyond the mind, its beyond the intellect, beyond words, beyond lectures and stories and so, even

beyond a regular song. What comes through me, and what I feel I am here to offer is the experience of

Peace, through the vehicle of the instrument of sacred sound. It is not about singing a song with words

that you know with your intellect, but rather, something that is soul, that touches your soul, that is more

from a place beyond boundaries, of a language, of what country your from and what language you speak.

It touches your soul essence and gives you the experience of stillness, serenity, and of what we call the

music of the spheres and the songs of the angels. Our voice is an instrument; it's a delivery system of

God... and of our own unique Soul expression and how we share Love and how we share who we are. It

has the ability to express harmony and Peace, whether its in a prayer said within our self or spoken

aloud. Do not underestimate the power of our own prayers. They are powerful. The word is the Deed, is

the Form." Sarah, quote from the Angel of Peace VIDEO "She shimmered ethereal, like an apparition of a

divine form. Her voice, a sine wave bridging manifest creation with angelic realms, celestial light. We sat

transported, transfigured, by her hymns, poetry and divine dance of ecstasy... "Sarah's voice seems to

pick up where choir-like voices echoing of vaulted stone cathedral walls, leave off. Her tones seemed to

me to follow from the lineage of Gregorian chant, but somehow they are just more pure, and I felt as if I

was hearing sounds from transcendent worlds that could only be heard in places where the vibrational

quality of the audience permitted divine expression on earth." Stephen Harper, Review "The voice has the

ability to heal all. As we pray, sing, chant, tone, we purify our consciousness as well as our physical body,

for as our cells, DNA, atoms, organs, blood, vibrate to this Call - we circulate a new consciousness, we

embody Truth, massaging from the inside of our beings - harnessing an enlightened consciousness. It is



powerful - these tones - delicate, pure, fierce and fiery, still and calm, luminous and blazing, harmonizing

and unifying! Essential!! The tones purify, uplift, refine - unifying our self, Calling in all fragments through

one simple tone - calling in, aligning, harnessing the Self for the Self. "The new tool for our coming ages.

Ancient yet re-awakened - like our true Self that always Is." - Sarah West, excerpted from Pure Sound
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